Discovery TV created this video describing the video about the innovations that took place allowing for the world’s largest cruise liner.

Clip 1: Answer these questions on another piece of paper as you watch the video. Stop and backup the video as you need to. These questions go through 7:40 in the video.

A) What does “five-star luxury” mean (0:08)?
B) What does “simulator” mean when the narrator says “surf simulator” (0:13)?
C) What does “eighteen stories high” mean at 0 minutes, 24 seconds (0:24)?
D) What does “pinnacle” mean in the quote “pinnacle of marine engineering” (0:40)?
E) What does the narrator mean by “engineering evolution” (0:49)?
F) What does “groundbreaking” mean when the narrator says “five groundbreaking leaps” (0:54)?
G) What does “key” in the phrase “five groundbreaking leaps by five key ships” (0:54)?
H) What does “unstoppable growth” mean at 1 minute, 4 seconds (1:04)?
I) What does the narrator mean by “traveling up the scale” (1:10)?
J) What does the narrator mean by “ingenious leaps forward” (1:28)?
K) What does “glamorous” mean when the narrator says a “glamorous destination” (3:00)?
L) What does the narrator mean by “a destination in itself” (3:15)?
M) What does “claim her place” mean at 3 minutes, 25 seconds?
N) What does “her” refer to in the quote “claim her place” (3:25)?
O) What does the narrator mean by the phrase “travel back in time” (3:30)?
P) Estimate what years you think are described by “Victorian” (3:30)?
Q) What does the narrator mean by “engineering genius” (3:35)?
R) What does “height” mean in “height of the Industrial Revolution” (3:55)?
S) What does the narrator mean by “blazes a trail of iron” (4:20)?
T) What does the narrator mean by “masterpiece” at 4 minutes (4:32)?
U) What is a “port” (4:40)?
V) What is a “board meeting” (4:55)?
W) What does “form” mean in “let’s form the Great Western Shipbuilding company” (5:10)?